This is an overview of flow control experiments and simulations for flow separation control on high-lift configurations performed over the last seven years at the German Aerospace Center within national and European projects. Emphasis is placed on the low speed atmospheric and cryogenic experimental setups using the DLR F15 high-lift airfoil and on the numerical verification and validation of the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) solver TAU for active flow control (AFC) simulations. The wind tunnel studies concern leading edge boundary layer control and flap separation control, both by means of pulsed blowing. The computational effort is mostly dedicated to the most promising technology out of the two concepts, namely the pulsed blowing through slots on the trailing edge flap. Experimental examples of successful flow control for enhancement of lift are given for moderate and high Reynolds numbers to prove the feasibility of the technology for implementation on real aircraft. The computational process chain is validated with wind tunnel measurements, but also applied for an optimization of the trailing edge flap shape for separation control.

Introduction

Future transport aircraft can benefit from matured active flow separation control techniques that can support the achievement of a reduced environmental impact of air traffic [1]-[4]. The research results published over the last two decades show the potential of modern flow control for lift increase, drag reduction and dynamic control through problem specific implementation. In addition, the upcoming active technologies, especially the enabling of laminar wing technology, is foreseen to be substantially able to decrease fuel burn by means of aerodynamic enhancements. Therefore, slotless wing configurations with active flow control have become of interest as an alternative to current leading edge devices, like slats or Krueger flaps. By omitting these classical devices, the tracking systems can be suppressed and a benefit in costs and weight is expected. Beyond the complexity improvements, an active control system can support the laminar flow for the upper and lower side of an airfoil, whereas a Krueger for example can typically only assure a laminar flow on the wing suction side, because a backward facing step of small height can be responsible for the transition to turbulent flow on the pressure side and one third of the potential drag reduction is therefore compromised according to recent studies.

On the other hand, slats and Krueger flaps are powerful passive devices for achieving high values of maximum lift [5]. To be applicable, the lift loss resulting from their removal must be recovered. If an increase of approach and landing speed is not meaningful, the lift can only be recovered by increasing the wing area or enhancing the lift coefficient by means other than a leading edge device. The solutions discussed nowadays are more complex trailing edge devices and active flow separation control.

Today, there are no civil aircraft flying an active flow control system, and this is more than a decade since McLean [3] concluded that modern flow control is the most promising for high-lift applications. The use of active flow control, such as constant or pulsed blowing, suction or zero-mass flux synthetic jet actuation (SJA), or dielectric barrier discharger actuators (DBD), has been since intensively investigated worldwide. The primarily reported drawbacks for implementation on aircraft have been related to the lack of efficient actuation systems, to the structural integrity or, for example, due to too high power demands. Some technologies have reached a specific maturity concerning the aerodynamic discipline. Therefore, an overview of the existing results for specific active technologies is worth discussing.

Over the last seven years, DLR has supported studies of active flow control for high-lift by means of pulsed blowing through inclined holes and slots, with a strong collaboration with universities, namely the Technical University of Berlin (TUB), and the Technical University of Braunschweig (TUBS). Two flow control technologies have shown previously under laboratory conditions to have a high potential for separation control and lift improvement. Tinnap et al. [6] proved the feasibility of flow control through slots with a low Reynolds number...
and low-speed flows. Petz et al. [7] investigated the influence of excitation parameters on the efficiency of this flow control method, on a 2D configuration consisting of two NACA airfoils and Becker et al. [8] contributed control strategies to these AFC attempts. Ortmanns and Kähler [9] investigated jet vortex generators placed on a simple flat plate within a detailed parametric study at low speed and low Reynolds numbers. Scholz et al. [10] implemented the most promising of these pneumatic round-jet actuators in the nose region of an airfoil to successfully prevent leading edge separation.

Therefore, DLR has supported experiments for a state-of-the-art supercritical high-lift airfoil, namely DLR-F15, as a platform for combined flow control on the wing leading edge and trailing edge flap. DLR provided access to a large scale experimental test bed that allowed studies at flight relevant inflow speeds and Reynolds numbers, while flow control techniques were implemented by the universities. Summaries of the experimental results will be presented in this article.

Besides the wind tunnel experiment, numerical simulation has become a pillar for the aerodynamics discipline. Numerical simulation is an important method for rapid design and for optimization processes, as well as for the study of scaling effects. Therefore, DLR is keen to make the corresponding numerical simulation methods accessible for the use of modern AFC methods on future transport aircraft. Important progress has been made over the last decade, but numerical tools still require active development for practical solutions of various AFC methods, including validation with high-fidelity experiments. Therefore, the active flow control applications on the DLR F15 airfoil were used for numerical simulations dedicated to the evaluation of flow control capabilities, as well as for direct comparison with the wind tunnel experiment. Basic test cases, such as single-actuator simulations on a zero-pressure gradient flat plate, served as a starting point for the validation of the numerical method [11]. The numerical analysis addressed the constant and the pulsed blowing. Later, the focus was on separation control for the trailing edge flap by the unsteady actuation through slots [12]; [13]. In general, the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) studies discuss the trends for flow control application by parameter variation, such as the blowing frequency, the actuation intensity, or the geometrical actuation direction. Here, the overview includes the specific major findings by CFD and the level of agreement with the experiment. Additionally, it is presented an example of shape optimization for separation control application.

In the following, the flow control experiments carried out at the German Dutch Wind Tunnel (DNW) low speed facilities NWB and KKK are summarized. The DLR F15 tests cover the application of state-of-the-art pulsed blowing actuators for tunnel testing and allow the discussion of the potential to increase lift and control the flow separations at moderate and high Reynolds numbers. Afterwards, numerical steady and unsteady RANS simulations in conjunction with the DLR F15 high-lift airfoil are reported. The computational findings allow the validation with the experiment to be presented and allow the major trends of the various control parameters that can support the later optimization of the energy requirements and/or geometrical parameters to be revealed.

Flow Control High-Lift Experiments

Wind tunnel model DLR-F15

The DLR-F15 wind tunnel model shown in figure 1 is a 2D wall-to-wall high-lift model. The modular main wing allows leading and trailing edges to be exchanged. Therefore, different types of high-lift elements can be investigated and compared at the same baseline geometry. The clean wing section is derived from a generic high-lift wing investigated in the nationally funded project ProHMS [14] and represents a state-of-the-art transonic turbulent airfoil for a modern civil transport aircraft. The setup of interest for flow control is a 2-element configuration that features a clean leading edge and a single-slotted flap. The device is mounted on continuously adjustable brackets, allowing the free positioning of this element in all three degrees of freedom. The model is equipped with about 220 static pressure taps. One dense pressure distribution is located in the center section and is used for the integration of the aerodynamic coefficients. In addition, two less dense pressure distributions are located close to the tunnel walls, in order to assess the two-dimensionality of the flow. As described in [16], the pressure distribution has been discovered to not be dense enough for an accurate integration of drag coefficients, leading to errors of up to 20%. The pure integration error for lift coefficients is of about 1% and an accuracy of about 3% is achieved for the pitching moment coefficient.
The reported tests were carried out in the atmospheric wind tunnel DNW-NWB in Braunschweig [15] and in the cryogenic facility DNW-KKK in Cologne (figure 2). These are closed loop low-speed tunnels that operate at approximately ambient pressure. The DNW-NWB facility has a maximum Mach number of $M = 0.27$ and the test section has a cross-section of $3.25 \times 2.8 \text{ m}^2$. In DNW-KKK the temperature can be regulated between ambient and $T = 100K$; Mach numbers can range between $M = 0.1$ and $M = 0.3$ and the test section has a cross-section of $2.4 \times 2.4 \text{ m}^2$. Based on the aerodynamic clean chord $c = 0.6 \text{ m}$, the maximum Reynolds number achieved was $Re = 3 \times 10^6$ for atmospheric conditions and $Re = 12 \times 10^6$ for the cryogenic testing.

The experimental Mach and Reynolds number dependencies, including the stall behavior of the baseline airfoil without flow control, can be found in [16]. In order to reduce the wall interference effects for this wall-to-wall mounted high-lift configuration, vortex generators have been applied on the upper side of the main wing, as described in [16].

**Actuation systems for wind tunnel testing**

The actuation systems that are the focus of this publication are presented in figure 3. These are implemented at the model wing leading edge and at the trailing edge flap. Each actuation system consists of a pressure supply, a fast switching valve and an actuation chamber. The shape of these actuation chambers is designed for the specific applications. At the wing leading edge, there is a flow through round inclined holes and the flow control methodology is known as vortex generator jets (VGJs). At the trailing edge flap, the actuator chambers have a rectangular-exit shape that is used for the pulsed blowing flow control method.

The applications with VGJs have a long tradition at TUBS. For two-dimensional models, the optimized actuation has counter-rotating pairs of vortices as used by Scholz et al. in [17], whereas Hühne et al. [18] reported, for a swept wing application, a co-rotating actuation that was found by numerical research to be more favorable. All studied cases with leading edge control have targeted the delay of the wing stall, with a leading edge-stall type characterizing the baseline configuration. The position of the actuators was of early concern and the best compromise was found to be a lower side actuation at 1%c, since the local velocity ratio is higher than for an application on the leading edge upper side. With actuator diameters of the order of $d = 1 \text{ mm}$, the actuation exit maximum velocities are close to the speed of sound. The application of VGJs allows the formation of strong streamwise vortices that transfer high-momentum close to the airfoil surface and can delay the occurrence of flow separation. The use of the VGJs in a pulsed mode was found to be more energy efficient than continuous blowing.

The trailing edge actuation concerned single and multiple actuation slots for the NWB and KKK tests respectively. The slots are inclined downstream with $\alpha_{jet} = 30^\circ - 45^\circ$, but not tangential, and have a thin opening of only $w = 0.3 \text{ mm}$, which was reported by Haucke et al. [19] to be suitable for separation control. This control technique has a long tradition at TUB. The flap flow control systems are designed for actuation intensities with Mach numbers $M < 1$, but higher than the corresponding incoming flow. The actuators are positioned on the flap upper side and ideally close to the separation onset location. Here, the single actuation is at 20%c and an additional 50%c location was taken into account for the multiple-actuation. The length of the actuator-slot is typically infringed by the installation space in the flap. The slotted pulsed blowing actuation allows the formation of spanwise vortices. When the actuation frequency exceeds a specific value, mostly related to the shedding vortices of the baseline flow separation, then the vortices that roll downstream can effectively suppress the separation in a time-average sense. However, vortical structures exist above the actuated surface for every time-instant. Contrary to a tangential continuous blowing, like a Coanda flap, the actuation direction is not efficient for a non-separated baseline flow. The inclined downstream
actuation velocity vector with $c_{μ} = 30°-45°$ can be divided into two components: a normal and a tangent vector. The first allows for the formation of spanwise vortices that transfer high momentum to the surface during the time-dependent actuation. The latter introduces a thin jet of high-pressure air into the boundary layer to re-energize it, with local velocities higher than those of the outer flow. The resulting velocity vector is favorable for the time-dependent pulsed blowing actuation for separation control.

The parameters used in relation with the active flow control application are the blowing momentum coefficient $C_{μ}$, the non-dimensional $μ$-tion are the blowing momentum coefficient $C_{μ}$ and the actuation frequency $F^{∞}$ and the actuation duty cycle DC. The blowing momentum coefficient was first introduced by Poisson-Quinton [20] and, for this application, is defined as:

$$C_{μ} = \frac{m_{μ,av} \times \mu_{jet}}{\frac{1}{2} \times \rho_{∞} \times U_{∞}^2 \times A_{ref}} (1)$$

where, in the fraction numerator, $m_{μ,av}$ is the time-averaged actuation mass-flow and $μ_{jet}$ is the time-averaged jet velocity. The fraction denominator is the product of the dynamic pressure $(0.5 \rho_{∞} U_{∞}^2)$ and the airfoil reference area, $A_{ref}$. This variable is a measure of energy consumption. For the active flow control application, a drag coefficient can be associated with the local actuation jet and this is defined, for example, according to Engler [21], as

$$C_{D} = C_{μ} \frac{U_{∞}}{\mu_{jet}} (2)$$

The non-dimensional actuation frequency $F^{∞}$ is defined as:

$$F^{∞} = \frac{f \times c_{p}}{U_{∞}} (3)$$

where $f$ is the physical actuation frequency. The characteristic length for determining this variable is the flap chord length $c_{p}$ and the characteristic velocity is the reference inflow speed.

The actuation duty cycle DC shows the percentage of time in which the actuation valve remains open relative to the actuation period $T$:

$$DC = \frac{t_{open}}{T} (4)$$

Other characteristics of the actuation components and design specifications can be found in the above mentioned references, e.g. [10]; [18]; [19].

Results

Figure 4 shows the maximum lift increments by separated and combined wing leading edge and trailing edge flap active flow control from the atmospheric wind tunnel testing. The actuation on the wing leading edge mostly shows an increase in the maximum angle of attack, where the flap actuation promotes a shift of the $C_{L}$-$μ$-curve. The combined flow control applications show a significant increase in maximum lift, in comparison with the baseline configuration. Each wind control system seems to allow for lift increments of the order of $ΔC_{L} = 0.15$ and the combined actuation delivers an increase of $ΔC_{L} = 0.3$ with a $ΔC_{L,max} = 5°$.

Figure 5 illustrates the maximum lift increments by separated and combined wing leading edge and trailing edge flap active flow control from the cryogenic wind tunnel testing. Here, a more complex flap flow control setup is in use, namely by multiple-slot actuation. Like for the atmospheric tunnel testing, the wing leading edge mostly shows an increase in the maximum angle of attack where the flap actuation promotes a shift of the $C_{L}$-$μ$-curve, now at high Reynolds number. The combined actuation is able to illustrate both enhancements for the maximum lift, as well as for the corresponding maximum angle of attack. The trailing edge actuation shows a lift enhancement of the order of $ΔC_{L} = 0.6$ in the linear lift regime and $ΔC_{L,max} = 0.4$, whereas the VGJs at wing LE show an increment of $ΔC_{L,max} = 0.1$. The combined actuation indicates a noticeable maximum lift increase and proves the feasibility of the technologies, also at high Reynolds numbers.
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**Figure 4** - The maximum lift improvements by vortex generator jets applied at the wing leading edge and single slot pulsed blowing at the trailing edge flap ($M=0.15$, $Re=2 \times 10^6$, $T=290K$, atmospheric wind tunnel testing)
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**Figure 5** - The maximum lift improvements at high Reynolds number by vortex generator jets applied at the wing leading edge and multi-slot pulsed blowing at the trailing edge flap ($M=0.15$, $Re=4.2 \times 10^6$, $T=170K$, cryogenic wind tunnel testing).

Cryogenic flow control applications have used blowing momentum coefficients of the order of $C_{μ} = 0.5\%$ for the leading application and $C_{μ} = 0.15\%$ for the flap actuation, where the frequencies tested are of the order of hundreds of Hertz. Complex cryogenic wind tunnel testing has been very challenging in regard to system implementation, monitoring and results analysis. The reader is advised that individual detailed results concerning the Mach number and Reynolds number variations can be found in the work of Casper et al. [22] and Haucke.
and Nitsche [23]. In general, the leading edge flow control shows maximum lift increments up to the flight Reynolds number for moderate mass-flow requirements. Unfortunately, the lift improvement decreases with the increase in Reynolds number and remains below a desired $\Delta C_L \approx 0.5$. Nevertheless, further lift improvements with this actuation system are not excluded. The flap flow control showed a high potential to suppress the local separation with moderate mass-flow requirements at high Reynolds numbers, where tests up to $Re = 7 \times 10^6$ (not shown here) indicate no detrimental impact of the increase in Reynolds number. Moreover, the baseline flow showed an increase in flow separation above the flap, which allows larger overall lift increments by AFC than noticed at low Reynolds.

Flow Control numerical simulations

The numerical results reported in this article concern steady and unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes computations. Research communities worldwide use various RANS solvers for solving different flow control problems, on a large scale. Among these, the reader is advised to consult the published works with the numerical solvers: elsA at ONERA, France (e.g. Menuier [25], Dandois [26]), FUN2D at NASA, USA (e.g. Anders [27]), OVERFLOW at Boeing, USA (e.g. Shmilovich [28]), and Edge at KTH, Sweden (e.g. [29]). In the following, the typical DLR TAU solver setups, the mesh generation approach and corresponding results are presented.

The numerical method

The flow solver used is the finite volume compressible solver TAU developed at the German Aerospace Center (DLR) [30]. A second order central scheme is used for the discretization of the convective fluxes. Artificial dissipation is applied, with a 2nd order dissipation term of 1/2 and a 4th order dissipation coefficient of 1/64. The chosen approach for the time integration is either a 3-stage Runge-Kutta time integration method using a CFL number of the order of

Box 1. Active Flow Control on the swept wing high-lift model DLR-F15 in the DNW-NWB wind tunnel

By the end of 2011, wind tunnel investigations have been successfully carried out for the first time with the swept DLR-F15 high-lift airfoil. A unique study to evaluate the capability for aerodynamic enhancement by active flow control (AFC) was addressed within the European program JTI-SFWA [24] at the DNW-NWB facility, in close cooperation with Airbus, TU Berlin and TU Braunschweig. The 2.5D mid-scale test (30° sweep) was performed for a slatless configuration with the most receptive flap setup for AFC; a setup that allowed for the largest lift gains in previous 2D experiments. The results show significant lift enhancements by AFC beyond the optimized clean configuration, especially for moderate angles of attack; the major contributor is the trailing edge AFC application, as indicated by the image. The results confirm previous findings on the 2D wall-to-wall setup of the DLR-F15 and are valuable towards achieving a higher technology readiness level of the AFC technology.
1.2, or a semi-implicit Lower Upper Gauss-Seidel scheme with a CFL number of the order of 5. In addition to a point explicit residual smoother, convergence is typically accelerated with a 3W-multigrid cycle. For flow control simulations, a transpiration boundary condition that defines the inflow parameters at the actuation surface is implemented.

The grid generation

Perhaps one of the most time-consuming parts of the numerical simulation for high-lift flow control with RANS is the mesh generation. Today, there is no ideal tool for grid generation, but the available software supports the desired mesh topologies that include portions of the slot for a more accurate flow control simulation. The first examples concern applications with the DLR structured-dominant mesh generator MegaCADS [31], [32]. The other computations make use of the hybrid unstructured grid generator, Centaur [33].

For geometries of moderate complexity, a fully structured mesh generation is considered favorable for accurate numerical simulations. However, especially for complex high-lift configurations, or simply with the introduction of slot-actuator portions in the numerical domain, an unstructured approach is more time-efficient. Figure 6 shows the overview for the approach used for round-jet actuators, namely the discretization of the round actuator with quadrilaterals and triangles for the surface vicinity of the VGJ. This approach was successfully verified for single and multiple actuators, including the application of high-lift airfoils. The mesh for the single actuator on a long flat plate has 3 million points and the airfoil mesh contains about 10 million grid nodes. A grid refinement study concluded that the number of structured stacks required for boundary layer flow control is about twice that without control and this is about 60 grid points for the boundary layer discretization. These meshes allow the use of structured cells with large aspect ratio and typically tetrahedrons at the outer domain boundary. Figure 7 shows the second grid generation approach.
frequently used for the flap flow control applications. With the use of the unstructured grid generator, the slits are modeled as a typical pipe with viscous walls. In between the structured stacks, triangular and tetrahedral cells are generated in 2D and 3D respectively. With this approach, grids for single and multiple-actuator have been generated up to a very high level of complexity, namely a wing-body configuration with a trailing edge flap that includes 21 actuators.

**Constant blowing VGJs**

Figure 9 - Numerical simulations with the two-dimensional DLR-F15 airfoil actuated by skewed round jets on the wing leading edge pressure side

A single skewed round jet actuator mounted on a zero-pressure gradient flat plate is the most basic setup used for the verification and validation of the numerical steady RANS method. Constant blowing with an actuation velocity ratio relative to the inflow conditions larger than two promotes a strong streamwise vortex according to experiment and simulation. Figure 8 shows the computed and measured streamwise and normal velocity components in a plane downstream from the actuator. The graphs show the presence of so-called common flow-up and common flow-down, which are responsible for reduction and increase of the velocity magnitude close to the surface. Several state of the art turbulence models have been investigated and Togiti et al. [11] found that the vortex strength and its position are best simulated with a Reynolds Stress Model (SSG/LRR-ω) in comparison with the experiment. However, all models performed fairly well. Figure 9 illustrates the application of this numerical method with a two-dimensional high-lift airfoil actuated at the wing leading edge by a pair of divergent skewed round jet actuators. Streamwise vortices form on the wing pressure side and remain close to the airfoil surface on the wing suction side after passing the nose region, which is characterized by a very large negative pressure gradient. The vortices are visible over up to more than 30% of the wing chord, where these move closer to each other and become weaker the further the position downstream from the actuators is.

**Pulsed blowing slot-actuation**

A pulsed blowing application on the flap of a 2-element high-lift airfoil DLR-F15 is sketched in figure 10, for a moderate angle of attack. The single-slot actuation uses a square-shape signal and, over one actuation cycle, the flow above the actuated flap shows the evidence of time-dependent spanwise vortical structures. The time-averaged vorticity distribution shows that a separation persistent in the baseline flow field is reduced in size by active flow control. The aerodynamic lift coefficient is therefore increased as the airfoil circulation increases and the time dependent lift typically shows a periodic oscillation.

With the variation of the blowing momentum coefficient, which is a measure of energy requirements relative to the inflow conditions, the lift increment can be increased or reduced, for example, as required by the targeted flight conditions. Figure 11 illustrates the simulation results for this blowing momentum coefficient effect, where large increments can be obtained by moderate mass flows. However, there is a minimum blowing momentum that must be exceeded in order to obtain a benefit from the actuation. Also, saturation can be reached, which corresponds to an attached flow downstream the actuation.

The comparison of the computed aerodynamic lift coefficients and pressure distributions with the experiment is a matter of the validation process for the numerical method. Figure 12 illustrates the lift coefficients over the angle of attack for the baseline flow and for the best experimentally found actuated setup. The pulsed blowing is an unsteady phenomenon but, as before, the results are time-averaged. Despite particular differences, the aerodynamic behavior observed during the wind tunnel tests could be numerically restituted the lift increments by AFC for the linear lift regime are of the order of ΔC_L = 0.5 and the effect on maximum lift is reproduced as well. The increased wing loading promotes a decrease in the measured maximum angle attack by a favorable AFC flap application that is correctly simulated. Figure 13 shows the sectional time-averaged pressure distribution, with and
Figure 11 - Lift coefficient over the angle of attack for the DLR-F15 airfoil from URANS simulations, with and without AFC, according to [13]; configuration: 2eOpt49; inflow conditions: $M=0.15$, $Re=2 \times 10^6$

without AFC. The flow separation above the flap is evident in the baseline pressure plateau for the flap upper side, according to the black symbols and lines. This flow separation is considerably reduced as the actuation is switched on and the flap pressure indicates a higher suction peak. The increased flap circulation induces an increase in the wing trailing edge velocity, with a lower local static pressure and an overall wing circulation enhancement. With the unsteady RANS method, the time-averaged effects are accurately simulated in comparison with the wind tunnel test.

Figure 12 - Computed time-averaged lift over the angle of attack by URANS simulations in comparison with wind tunnel measurements for the DLR-F15 airfoil, with and without flow control.
The pulsed blowing through slots using a square shape actuation signal was implemented and simulated for a wing body configuration representative to a narrow-body short range aircraft (see figure 15). The scope was to verify the capability of this flow control technology for application on a real aircraft configuration and to validate the numerical method with the experiment [35]. The aim of using AFC was to suppress the local flap separation for deflection angles at which the flow without control cannot follow the flap contour. Figure 15 shows an overview from the simulations with and without control. The lower side of the image illustrates the complexity of such a simulation, by integrating the slot-actuator and performing the unsteady simulations. The flow topology for the baseline flow is shown in the upper left picture, where on the right side the results are presented for the same inflow conditions but with active flow control. The shaded time-averaged streamwise velocity iso-surfaces located above the flap indicate the size and location of local flow recirculation regions. It is obvious that, from left to right, the flow situation was improved and only spare local flow separations remain visible, which are actually downstream the non-actuated flap portions. The static surface pressure decreases for wing and flap upper sides with the actuation switched on and this corresponds to an increased lift with about $\Delta C_L \approx 0.4$. Because the used blowing momentum coefficient remains moderate, $c_\mu = 0.4\%$, one can notice the success of the application for separation control on a real aircraft configuration. Nevertheless, the fact that there is to date no flight test in preparation for this technology shows that many questions concerning the actuation systems and structural integrity still need to be clarified.

The scope was to verify the capability of this flow control technology for application on a real aircraft configuration and to validate the numerical method with the experiment [35]. The aim of using AFC was to suppress the local flap separation for deflection angles at which the flow without control cannot follow the flap contour. Figure 15 shows an overview from the simulations with and without control. The lower side of the image illustrates the complexity of such a simulation, by integrating the slot-actuator and performing the unsteady simulations. The flow topology for the baseline flow is shown in the upper left picture, where on the right side the results are presented for the same inflow conditions but with active flow control. The shaded time-averaged streamwise velocity iso-surfaces located above the flap indicate the size and location of local flow recirculation regions. It is obvious that, from left to right, the flow situation was improved and only spare local flow separations remain visible, which are actually downstream the non-actuated flap portions. The static surface pressure decreases for wing and flap upper sides with the actuation switched on and this corresponds to an increased lift with about $\Delta C_L \approx 0.4$. Because the used blowing momentum coefficient remains moderate, $c_\mu = 0.4\%$, one can notice the success of the application for separation control on a real aircraft configuration. Nevertheless, the fact that there is to date no flight test in preparation for this technology shows that many questions concerning the actuation systems and structural integrity still need to be clarified.

The scope was to verify the capability of this flow control technology for application on a real aircraft configuration and to validate the numerical method with the experiment [35]. The aim of using AFC was to suppress the local flap separation for deflection angles at which the flow without control cannot follow the flap contour. Figure 15 shows an overview from the simulations with and without control. The lower side of the image illustrates the complexity of such a simulation, by integrating the slot-actuator and performing the unsteady simulations. The flow topology for the baseline flow is shown in the upper left picture, where on the right side the results are presented for the same inflow conditions but with active flow control. The shaded time-averaged streamwise velocity iso-surfaces located above the flap indicate the size and location of local flow recirculation regions. It is obvious that, from left to right, the flow situation was improved and only spare local flow separations remain visible, which are actually downstream the non-actuated flap portions. The static surface pressure decreases for wing and flap upper sides with the actuation switched on and this corresponds to an increased lift with about $\Delta C_L \approx 0.4$. Because the used blowing momentum coefficient remains moderate, $c_\mu = 0.4\%$, one can notice the success of the application for separation control on a real aircraft configuration. Nevertheless, the fact that there is to date no flight test in preparation for this technology shows that many questions concerning the actuation systems and structural integrity still need to be clarified.
been a retrofit flap shape in most of the cases. A higher potential for flow control is expected for a dedicated flap designed for the modern flow control application. Figure 16 illustrates the results of a unique effort to optimize the flap contour through a numerical method, in the search for a better receptivity for the flow control application. The objective for the numerical algorithm was to minimize a function, which corresponds to the increase of flap separation, while decreasing the wing upper trailing edge static pressure. The Pareto front is illustrated in the left-image and it indicates the optimum for a 70% separated flap flow and with a moderately increased flap suction peak. The nose-up movement for the flap with more flattened upper side for this optimized shape can be seen in the right-image. The resulting pressure distributions are plotted in the upper part of this graph. The application of AFC on this flap was consequently studied numerically (not shown). The results revealed that the new flap is more effective than the best found retrofit at low blowing momentum coefficients, but delivers similar lift enhancement at moderate and high actuation intensity. Additionally, the reduced flap deflection of the optimized flap allows for a significant reduction in drag where the lift remains mostly retained, which was not possible with a retrofit shape. Nevertheless, the benefits of this optimized flap shape were proven over the complete airfoil polar. This is considered to be a small example of what could be the future of high-lift system design, taking into account the potential benefits offered by modern flow control.

**Conclusions and prospects**

This overview highlights some important aspects for high-lift modern flow control that have been recently investigated at DLR. It shows experimental and numerical results for two control technologies, namely pulsed blowing by skewed round jet actuators for leading edge stall delay and by slot-actuators for flap trailing edge separation control. These technologies have matured over the last decade, concerning the evaluation of the aerodynamic performance. Most of the studies concern the implementation, on a state-of-the-art supercritical high-lift airfoil, up to flight relevant inflow conditions. One major objective was to recover the maximum lift loss due to the slat retraction, by using active flow control. It was shown that the combined actuation systems can support significant lift increments at moderate, as well as for high, Reynolds number flows. The numerical method based on the Navier-Stokes equations was validated with wind tunnel experiments and a first complex study of high-lift wing body configuration with flow control was successfully conducted.

The flow control technologies by pulsed blowing showed significant potential for flight relevant separation control. However, further efforts are needed, especially for system design and integration, as well as for the optimization of energetic requirements prior to use on future transport aircraft.
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LE (Leading Edge)

TE (Trailing Edge)

TUB (Technische Universität Berlin)

TUBS (Technische Universität Braunschweig)
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